Morocco revisited again
Our inability to negotiate even minor slopes did not bode well for a return to Morocco to climb in
the Anti-Atlas mountains. However, it was snowing heavily in Kent and I was in my car. Tony had
already been delayed on the way to Faversham and when we finally got going, we slithered to a halt
at the foot of Hog Hill in Bearsted and got Scott to trek from his house across the Siberian wasteland
on foot. Similarly, we judged Sherbourne Drive impassable and sent Scott off to guide Raz through
the winter wonderland.

On the way to Gatwick it was treacherous and we saw at least one car that had managed to slide off
into the bushes on a completely flat stretch of the M26. We met up with Ken and John at the
Ramada Hotel pretty pleased with ourselves to have booked in the night before travelling. In the
morning we passed more cars in ditches on the way to the car park - one of them possibly belonging
to our pilot as we got an announcement giving the good news that all passengers and crew were on
board and ready to go. The bad news was that the pilot was held up in the snow. A replacement
soon arrived and we were off.
After half a dozen trips with Ken and John, I had introduced Raz and Tony to Moroccan climbing last
November. They were full of enthusiasm as was Scott who was on his third trip.
At Agadir airport, as is our wont, we turned right out of the airport towards the supermarket to
stock up on some beers. While there, Ken discovered a nail in one of our tyres which hissed
ominously when fiddled with. A Pirelli tyre centre was just across the car park. We had no idea how
much this was going to cost us. The guys simply pumped the tyre up hard, removed the nail and
forced in a sticky plug. Job done. 20 Dirham - about £1.50.

We rocked up at the ever magical Kasbah Tizourgane to the usual warm welcome from Malika and
Jamal. The place was fairly busy - all of the guests UK climbers - and had been full with a London
club meet the week before. We were also a week ahead of the major Climbers Club meet. Clearly
the new guidebook is encouraging lots of people to try out the delights of the quartzite and doing
wonders for business at the Kasbah. They had now taken on Hassan and Ali to help with cooking and
housekeeping and it was quite striking that there was a lot more protein in the meat dishes than on
previous occasions which probably reflected better profitability.
The day we arrived it had been quite hot apparently but the Wednesday dawned overcast and
threatening on the big mountains. We settled for trying some lower level climbs to the North at the
Tifghelt Col. It was cold. Gloves, hats and my buffalo top were in order.

Brrrr!!

We all set off towards the Frontal Facets. Ken, John and I were after Gearlever, while Scott, Raz and
Tony were going further up for Voyage of the Beagle - both starred VS’s.
Ken volunteered to lead our first pitch. The entry moves were tough (below left) and not overprotected but Ken steadily overcame the tricky first 20 metres and led on up the stance. The next
pitch was John’s. It looked improbable at the grade from the ground and only slightly more
amenable from the stance. John set off photogenically to the left (below right) and after some bold
moves disappeared round the corner.

He then took in the crux of my pitch to get a better belay. When I followed, I found that crux quite
tough but pretended to be miffed about losing the lead. I managed the 10 metres to the top of an
impressive route at the grade. We looked at our watches and considered climbing on the upper
buttresses but the 60 metre first pitch of Diagonal Line with our 50 metre ropes put us off. We
explored a little up the gully towards the Upper West Walls taking in a minor (but possibly new)
access pitch at about V Diff before making our way down to the road. The others soon turned up
having found their route very good but pretty tough for the grade.

Tony and Scott grapple with
Voyage of the Beagle
Tony had made good use of his new toys (very small friends) on the first pitch. Raz and Scott
showed off their navigation skills on the way down avoiding the direct path to the car in favour of a
longer descent and a climb back up the road. Slightly baffling!
We all hoped for warmer weather on the morrow.
Back in the Kasbah we met up with a number of CC worthies, some on their way round to Tafraoute.
For the first time, we also met up with Tony Whitehouse. A mine of information whether or not you
needed it! A great enthusiast though and clearly an able climber.
Day two dawned much warmer and the sun was up. We set off past the waterfall for Adrar Iffran up
a track that was stiff for our hire cars. The walk in is quite short - about 30 minutes. I recommended
Goldrush at HVS (picture of me in the guide!) to Scott and Co. We chose West Face Indirect via the
Ruby Groove start. This was very nice slabby 4c climbing leading to a comfortable stance.

Malcolm leads pitches 1 and 2 of
Ruby Groove
The others declined the next pitch but regretted it as it was barely 4c and a bit of a treat. The
guidebook for the next pitch was a bit confusing but the best climbing looked to be on the left arête
and Ken led up confidently to just below the top. John led us out, and we arrived in time to see Raz
grappling with the guillotine at the top of their route. They’d enjoyed it after a brief diversion onto
a neighbouring route.

Scott at the crux of Goldrush

Raz deals with the guillotine

We took the long descent but it looks as if there is a much quicker way via a short scramble as some
French lads managed to get back very quickly. We then settled for one pitch routes on the short
Arrow Rock. I led Baby Killing Box - excellent climbing finishing fairly easily up what looked from the
ground to be an improbable headwall. The others did Desperate Donkey with a little rope drag for
Raz adding to the fun. Tony waxed lyrical on the sunset and birdsong as they made full use of the
daylight getting back to the car.

Malcolm on Baby Killing Box

Raz drags his ropes up Desperate Donkey

Day three found us on the slightly longer walk in to the White Dome area. I had recommended
Event Horizon on Tower 5 to the others while we went for Lion King - a starred HVS on Tower 2.
Our first pitch was a bit scruffy but John led us up the foot of the main feature – the big corner. The
worrying blocks mentioned in the guide were immediately evident but were soon below me as I
entered the main corner. Twice, the way ahead looked pretty tough but each time a glance right
showed that difficulties could be side-stepped neatly.

The big corner of the
Lion King

A few 5a passages led me to the obvious stance ready for the bridging up the cave of the next pitch.
It may have been obvious but I had convinced myself that I remembered the guide saying to go out
left and belay in a bay. I spent ages fixing a belay but while John was following realised my mistake
so we fiddled around to get us both installed in the obvious stance (in a fair amount of dried bird
shit by the way). I led on up the nice bridging pitch to the top of the tower and after John had done
the short following pitch, Ken led us out. Oddly the guide just says “finish up the easy gully at 4c”. It
should have said “start easily followed by sustained but pleasant 4c climbing to the top”. A good lead
from Ken and an excellent route!
We had a long descent over the top of Tower 3 to descend the fairly unpleasant Staghorn Gully
between Towers 3 and 4. No sign of the others until we heard them above us on the descent. They
had not managed to find the right first pitch of Event Horizon and instead had done a line loosely
based on a VS to the right - Inadequate Decisions (an appropriate name we all thought!).

Tony and the non-event horizon

Next morning after breakfast we were off round to the south side via the Dwawj Slabs. Breakfast
was dependable. An orange each, lovely honey covered pancakes, coffee and what Scott described
as weapons grade toast. It was tasty but a danger to any soft tissue.
At the slabs (5 minute walk in) we identified the various lines. Ken, John and I fancied a romp up a
200 metre severe - Tales of a Serpent. The first pitch and a half were fine but the continuation was
completely baffling to both John and I. We retreated leaving some gear on place.
Meanwhile the others were going well on the HVS - Another Day in Paradise. Scott thought the first
pitch might be E1 with the lack of gear but he soon knocked it off and Raz raced photogenically up
the arête of the second pitch. They were all soon down again and we were off round to Tafraoute.

Another Day in Paradise

At the Amandiers Hotel, the by now familiar staff welcomed us warmly and we sipped a welcome
beer accompanied by Raz’s wonderful nuts (which incidentally had put him over the weight limit at
check-in). Much of the conversation seemed to be about cooking what with Scott’s breadmaking,
Raz and Tony’s spicy stories and John’s Welsh border recipes. John later likened the trip to a
Mothers Union outing! We were keen on the flowers too.

While I’m on spicy stories, ask Tony about Melita!
We ate at a newer restaurant on the North side of the town. It was ok but not great and it looked as
if Raz picked up a bug as next morning he raced for the bushes before we started climbing. We were
up at Anergui having taken the spectacular long and winding road.
Ken, John and I went for Naseby - fast becoming the must-do route of the crag. After a brief debate
on where to start, we climbed the easy 90 metres or so to the start of the traverse across an easy
ledge system to the start of the difficulties. The line was obvious - a diagonal gash of two full
pitches up to the left. Ken led the VS first part to below the prominent V shaped overhang. From the
ground, it looked as if passing this would be the crux, but up close, that was easily passed on the left.
I was then faced with the obvious crux up a small sharp overhang at 5a. The rock was a bit flakey
and needed careful handling but the gear was good and the position fantastic. A full 50 metres got
me to a perch on the nose with a great view down the route. If only I’d either remembered to take

my camera from the hotel or Ken’s camera had been working! Annoying on the most photogenic
pitch of the whole week.
For the next pitch we opted for the wall to the right rather than the chimney and it seemed to be
well chalked leading pleasantly via three pitches to the summit. Cloud had rolled in and a little rain
was threatening so it was good to get off quickly. It’s a bigger cliff than it appears from below.
We set off down, meeting up eventually with the others descending from having done Artful Dodger
at VS. Raz became convinced that we were descending to the wrong village but Scott persuaded him
there was only one mosque in the valley and after a long descent we were soon back at the cars and
definitely in the right village.

Artful Dodger at Anergui

Yes – this is the right village Raz!

We ate in the Amandiers (Raz dipped out with his dicky tummy). The food has much improved over
the years. We washed our tagines down with beer and a rather acceptable Merlot finishing by
sharing the remaining three crème brulees among the five of us after a bit of debate on the relevant
maths. Apparently Scott is a dab hand at these with his gas board issue flame thrower.
Our final climbing day saw us at a roadside crag - Aktil Edge. Pleasant enough but not as good as
Azumer crag which we discovered in November. Between the teams we did Jonas (HS), Liquid

Sunshine (VS), The Lion Tamer (HS), Chasing Rainbows (VS), Cirque du Soleil (VS) and Wall Street
(Scott pulling out the big one at E1).

Raz on Cirque du Doleil

Tony leads the Lion

It remained to drive to our hotel in Biougra, down a decent pizza, get some sleep
and get home.
n Tamer
As I write, I’m just waiting to see if I will get a bill for some scratches on the hire car. All very minor we’ll take some tee cut another time!
A great trip again and thanks to Raz, Tony, Scott, Ken and John for good company, great climbing and
plenty of new recipes. We’ll be back!

The team atop Adrar Iffran

Malcolm

